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ABSTRACT: A crystallographically heterogeneous interface was
fabricated by growing hexagonal graphene (Gr) using chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) on a tetragonal FePd epitaxial film grown by
magnetron sputtering. FePd was alternately arranged with Fe and Pd in
the vertical direction, and the outermost surface atom was identified
primarily as Fe rather than Pd. This means that FePd has a high degree of
L10-ordering, and the outermost Fe bonds to the carbon of Gr at the
interface. When Gr is grown by CVD, the crystal orientation of hexagonal
Gr toward tetragonal L10-FePd selects an energetically stable structure
based on the van der Waals (vdW) force. The atomic relationship of Gr/
L10-FePd, which is an energetically stable interface, was unveiled
theoretically and experimentally. The Gr armchair axis was parallel to
FePd [100]L10, where Gr was under a small strain by chemical bonding.
Focusing on the interatomic distance between the Gr and FePd layers, the distance was theoretically and experimentally determined to be
approximately 0.2 nm. This shorter distance (≈0.2 nm) can be explained by the chemisorption-type vdW force of strong orbital hybridization,
rather than the longer distance (≈0.38 nm) of the physisorption-type vdW force. Notably, depth-resolved X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
analyses revealed that the orbital magnetic moment (Ml) of Fe in FePd emerged at the Gr/FePd interface (@inner FePd: Ml = 0.16 μB → @Gr/
FePd interface: Ml = 0.32 μB). This interfacially enhanced Ml showed obvious anisotropy in the perpendicular direction, which contributed to
interfacial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (IPMA). Moreover, the interfacially enhanced Ml and interfacially enhanced electron density
exhibited robustness. It is considered that the shortening of the interatomic distance produces a robust high electron density at the interface,
resulting in a chemisorption-type vdW force and orbital hybridization. Eventually, the robust interfacial anisotropic Ml emerged at the
crystallographically heterogeneous Gr/L10-FePd interface. From a practical viewpoint, IPMA is useful because it can be incorporated into the
large bulk perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA) of L10-FePd. A micromagnetic simulation assuming both PMA and IPMA predicted that
perpendicularly magnetized magnetic tunnel junctions (p-MTJs) using Gr/L10-FePd could realize 10-year data retention in a small recording layer
with a circular diameter and thickness of 10 and 2 nm, respectively. We unveiled the energetically stable atomic structure in the
crystallographically heterogeneous interface, discovered the emergence of the robust IPMA, and predicted that the Gr/L10-FePd p-MTJ is
significant for high-density X nm generation magnetic random-access memory (MRAM) applications.

KEYWORDS: L10 structure, FePd, graphene barrier, 2D, chemisorption interface, van der Waals force,
interfacial perpendicular magnetic anisotropy

INTRODUCTION

The spin injection/diffusion of two-dimensional (2D) systems
in the in-plane direction has received considerable attention1

owing to the long spin diffusion length afforded by π-bound
conduction in 2Dmaterials such as graphene (Gr).2 The sources
of spin injection into 2D systems are primarilymetallic materials,
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resulting in intensive investigations of 2D/metal magnetic
material systems for in-plane spin diffusion/conduction/
conversion, which include gating,3 the spin−orbit gap,4 the
Dzyaloshinskii−Moria interaction,5 and the Rashba effect,6−8

among others.1,9 In contrast, studies on vertical spin conduction
in 2D materials, such as magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), are
scarce. Vertical spin conduction using 2Dmaterials offers several
attractive features. For example, according to theory, a large
tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio was predicted for Co (or
Ni)/Gr (or h-BN)/Co (or Ni) MTJs,10−13 where 2D materials
are tunneling barriers. Interfacial perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (IPMA) was induced in the Co/Gr (or h-BN)/Co
interface via orbital hybridization of Cpz, Codxy, and
Codx2−dy2.

13,14 Furthermore, the resistance−area (RA) product
in the vertical direction in the Co/Gr/Co MTJ was reported to
be small.15 Large TMR ratios and IPMAs as well as a low RA
product in the vertical direction in 2D materials benefit
perpendicularly magnetized MTJs (p-MTJs) in nonvolatile
magnetic random-access memory (MRAM). In the current
industrial production, MRAM employs CoFeB/MgO p-MTJs16

and their multiple layers; that is, [CoFeB/MgO]n p-MTJs.17,18

[CoFeB/MgO]n p-MTJs afford high data retention by IPMA
induced by the orbital hybridization of Opz and Fedz2,

19 as well as
a high TMR ratio20,21 induced by Δ1 coherent tunneling.

22,23

The [CoFeB/MgO]n p-MTJs can be used until 1X nm
generation MRAM, where 1X nm is the junction diameter of
the p-MTJs. However, when setting a goal for ultra-high-density
X-nm-generationMRAM, issues regarding the small RA product
of the MgO barrier and the high thermal stability of the
recording layer must be further considered. If the large bulk
perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy (PMA) of L10-
ordered alloys24 is combined with the IPMA and low RA
product of 2D materials, the present issues can be mitigated. 2D

materials (Gr, h-BN, MoS2, WS2, SnS, etc.) have hexagonal
crystal symmetries, which are crystallographically heteroge-
neous against tetragonal L10-ordered alloys. To exploit
tetragonal L10-ordered alloys having a large PMA,24 the
interface of “hexagonal 2D materials” and “tetragonal L10-
ordered alloys” must be uncovered. Crystallographically
heterogeneous hexagonal-2D materials and tetragonal-L10-
ordered alloys provide an avenue for the further development
of scaling in spintronics research in p-MTJs. However, reports of
2Dmaterials combined with L10-ordered alloys are scarce. Large
PMAs have been reported in many L10-ordered alloys.

24 Among
them, L10-FePd

25 and L10-MnGa26 have lower magnetic
damping constants (αeff). A small αeff reduces the spin-transfer
torque27 switching current, which reduces the energy con-
sumption during operation; hence, L10-FePd was used in this
study. The aim of this study is to unveil the detailed interfacial
atomic structure and IPMA of the crystallographically
heterogeneous Gr/FePd interface using interface-specific
analyses and describing a physical picture of a complex interface
by comparing the experimental data with a first-principles
calculation based on the van der Waals (vdW) force. Finally, the
data retention characteristics were calculated by assuming an
extremely small Gr/FePd recording dot (10 nm in diameter and
2 nm thickness) for high-density MRAM via micromagnetic
simulation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The stacking structure of the sample is Gr/L10-FePd, where Gr
is hexagonal and L10-FePd is tetragonal structures. Gr was
grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and L10-FePd (31
nm) was grown by radio frequency (r.f.) magnetron sputtering
on the SrTiO3(100) substrates.28 The interfacial electric and
magnetic properties were evaluated using fluorescence yield

Figure 1. Fe L3- and L2-edge spectra with different λ ranging from 0.25 to 2.5 nm for θi = 90°. A magnetic field was applied in the out-of-plane
direction (θi = 90°). (a) Depth profiles for an X-ray absorption (XAS) spectrum obtained by averaging right/left circularly polarized X-rays. (b)
Depth profile of an X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectrum obtained based on differences in circularly polarized XAS. XAS and
XMCD spectra at the (c) interface and (d) inner layer.
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depth-resolved soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and
soft X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectroscopy,
respectively. The soft X-ray has an advantage for analyzing the
interface with a Gr capping layer because a soft X-ray has a
shallow penetration depth. Fe L2- and L3-edge XAS and XMCD
spectra were measured to characterize the Fe states in the FePd
layer. Figure 1 shows the L2,3-edge spectra with different λ
ranging from 0.25 to 2.50 nm. A magnetic field (H) was applied
at θi = 90°, which is in the perpendicular direction. The details of
the measurement setup are explained in the Methods section.
The XAS spectra were obtained by averaging the right and left
circularly polarized X-rays (Figure 1a). The Gr/FePd bilayer
sample was stored under atmospheric pressure and room
temperature (RT) for more than one year. No peaks related to
Fe oxidation were observed in the XAS, even when measured
using high-intensity X-rays of high-energy synchrotron
radiation, which is much higher than our previous X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements in the lab.28

This result implies that Gr completely prevents the oxidation of
FePd. The depth-resolved XMCD spectrum showed that the
area ratio of the Fe L2-edge was larger than that of the Fe L3-edge
from the inner layer to the surface layer (Figure 1b). The
extracted spectra of the right/left circularly polarized XAS
spectra and XMCD spectra at the interface and inner layer are
shown in Figure 1c and d, respectively. Table 1 lists the spin
magnetic moment (Ms), orbital magnetic moment (Ml), their
summation (Mtotal = Ms + Ml), and their ratio (Ml /Ms) for the
interface and inner layers. The magnetic parameters in Table 1
were deduced from the sum rule29,30 by fitting the XMCD
spectra of the interface and inner layers, respectively. The value
of Ms of Fe in FePd, which is in contact with the Gr layer, was
smaller than that at the inner layer. The decrease of Ms can be
considered as a chemical bonding resulting from an orbital
hybridization of Fe d-orbitals and C p-orbitals might have
decreasedMtotal. In fact, it has been reported

31 that a decrease in
Ms was experimentally observed at the interface between a
hexagonal-Gr and 3-fold symmetry Ni bilayer. On the contrary,
Ml of Fe in FePd was twice as large as that at the interface (@
inner: Ml = 0.16 μB → @interface: Ml = 0.32 μB), and
consequently,Ml /Ms at the interface was more than twice that at
the interface (@inner FePd: Ml/Ms = 0.06 → @Gr/FePd
interface: Ml/Ms = 0.14). Depth-resolved XMCD spectral
analyses for θi = 90° revealed that Ms decreased and Ml of Fe
in FePd was enhanced at the FePd/Gr interface.
The spin−orbit interaction in Gr was increased owing to the

proximity effect upon contact with magnetic materials.32−34

This spin−orbital coupling at the interface is expected to result
in uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. Then, to clarify the emergence
or not of IPMA, the anisotropic property ofMl was investigated
by rotating H. Figure 2 shows the depth-resolved XAS and
XMCD for θi = 30°. θi = 30° represents H rotated by 30° from
the in-plane direction. The geometry of θi can be confirmed in
the Methods section. As shown in Table 1, Ms at the interface
was smaller than that in the inner layer, which can be explained
as same as that at θi = 90°. It is noteworthy that Ml/Ms at the
interface for θi = 90° is obviously larger than that at θi = 30° (@
Gr/FePd interface, 90°: Ml/Ms = 0.14 → 30°: Ml/Ms = 0.09).
Classically, anisotropic Ml contributes to the uniaxial magneto-
crystalline anisotropy energy (MAE). The uniaxial MAE can be
described as E(x)− E(z), where E(x) and E(z) are the MAEs to
x- and y-axes, respectively. The relation between uniaxial MAE
and anisotropic Ml is roughly described using the spin−orbit
constant (ξ) as E(x) − E(z) ≅ ξ(Ml(z) − Ml(x))/4 μB, where

Ml(x) and Ml(z) are Ml for the x- and z-axes, respectively.35

Thus, depth-resolved XMCD analyses from two directions (θi =
30° and 90°) uncovered that the IPMA emerged by
perpendicularly anisotropic Ml at the FePd/Gr interface. A
detailed discussion of the contribution ratio of Ml to IPMA by
considering exchange splitting at the Fermi level36 will be
discussed separately.37

Figure 3 shows the fitting results of the depth dependence of
Ms and Ml/Ms in Gr/FePd. To investigate the trends in Ms and
Ml/Ms at the Gr/FePd interface, fitting was performed by
assuming robust and gradual interfaces for θi = 90° and 30°,
respectively. A gradual interface implies that the magnetic
properties (Ms and Ml/Ms) at the interface change monotoni-
cally, whereas a robust interface implies that the magnetic
properties change abruptly. The r-factor was calculated using the
following formula:

r factor SQRT
(exp sim)

(exp)

2

2‐ =
∑ −

∑ (1)

where “exp” and “sim” are the experimental and simulated
values, respectively. The r-factor reflects fitting accuracy, and a
smaller r-factor indicates a better fit. The robust and gradual r-
factors were 1.10% and 1.15%, respectively. From this fitting,
either a robust or gradual interface can be interpreted; however,
a robust interface makes the matching rate better.
To understand the perpendicularly anisotropic Ml that

emerges at the interface, the interfacial structure in atomic
resolution was investigated using cross-sectional scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) observations. In
STEM observations, three different detectors were used to
obtain the bright-field (BF), annular bright-field (ABF), and
high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images; their accept-
ance angles were 0−10.1, 10.1−79.5, and 79.5−200.0 mrad,
respectively (Figure 4a). It is advantageous to use various
detectors simultaneously because the Gr/FePd bilayer is
composed of “light” and “heavy” elements. Figure 4a shows a
schematic illustration of the detector setup with the STEM
diffraction patterns. The BF detector can most effectively
visualize light elements owing to the low acceptance angle.
However, the BF detector also includes unnecessary information

Table 1. Spin Moment (Ms), Orbital Magnetic Moment (Ml),
Their Summation (Mtotal =Ms +Ml), and Their Ratio (Ml/Ms)
for Interface and Inner Layer Deduced by Fitting of XMCD
Spectra Using Sum Rulesa

aAt θi = 90°, the Ml/Ms at the interface was more than double that at
the inner layer. Ml/Ms at θi = 90° was higher than that at 30°,
indicating that there was anisotropy of the Ml in the perpendicular
direction. The relatively small Ms at θi = 30° indicates that the
external magnetic field was applied to the hard axis.
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such as lattice fringes and Fresnel fringes caused by the
interference between the transmitted and diffracted waves. In
addition, the contrast in the BF-STEM image was frequently
inverted owing to the dynamic diffraction effect and phase-

contrast transmission characteristics. Although annular detec-
tors remove unnecessary information, the brightness of the
images slightly decreases. The BF detector effectively visualizes
light elements, and the annular detector effectively visualizes
light and heavy elements; both detectors are necessary for
observing the Gr/FePd bilayer. In the case of the annular
detector, the ABF-STEM can accurately visualize carbon in Gr
and HAADF-STEM can accurately visualize the position of
heavy elements of Fe and Pd in FePd. Optimal observation
parameters such as focusing/acceleration-voltage/astigmatism
exist in each detector; here, the observation conditions are in
between. STEM images for the electron incident direction of
[110]L10 are shown in Figure 4b and c. In the ABF-STEM images
shown in Figure 4b and c, dark dots exist as indicated by the
dashed orange arrows. These dots disappeared in the HAADF-
STEM images, indicating that the dark dots in the ABF-STEM
image represent carbon in Gr. The HAADF-STEM image of
heavy elements confirmed the presence of Fe and Pd atoms in
the FePd layer, which were arranged alternately in the
perpendicular direction (Figure 4b and c). This highly
alternating arrangement of Fe and Pd atoms results in a high
degree of L10-ordering, which induces the high bulk PMA. The
surface layer of FePd was obscure in the HAADF-STEM image,
as shown in Figure 4b and c; hence, the contrast was adjusted to
visualize the interface on the FePd side (Figure 4d). As a result, it
was discovered that the outermost surface atom of FePd was
identified primarily as Fe rather than Pd. Fe termination is
beneficial because, in an Fe-based L10-ordered alloy, it was
observed that the TMR ratio was higher when Fe, instead of a
precious metal, was terminated at the interface.38 The
interatomic distances of the Gr and FePd layers were evaluated
by line profiles in the out-of-plane direction. Figure 4e shows the
line profiles from the dashed square area marked in Figure 4b.
The distance between the outermost Fe layer in FePd and the

Figure 2. Depth-resolved (a) X-ray absorption (XAS) and (b) X-raymagnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) and typical spectra at the (c) interface
and (d) inner layer. The magnetic field was rotated 30° from the in-plane direction (θi = 30°).

Figure 3. Fitting by the sum rule for depth-resolved X-ray magnetic
circular dichroism (XMCD) spectra. (a) Ms and (b) Ml/Ms of Gr/
FePd. The fitting was performed for the robust and gradual
interfaces for θi = 90° and 30°.
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first layer of Gr was approximately 0.23 nm. The interatomic
distance in the out-of-plane direction of the FePd unit cell was
approximately 0.38 nm in the HAADF-STEM images. The out-
of-plane distances estimated from the STEM images are listed in
Table 2. The bright contrast ⟨A⟩ at FePd in the ABF-STEM
image is attributed to the strain from Gr and/or overlapping of
heavy and light atoms due to the thickness of the STEM samples
(Figure 4f). Figure 4c shows another region of the STEM
sample. It was confirmed that this region contained three Gr
layers on the FePd layer, and the interatomic distance between
the Fe in FePd and carbon of Gr was 0.22 nm, which is
consistent with the observation in Figure 4b. The interatomic
distance between the second and third Gr layers was
approximately 0.38 nm, which was larger than that of the
interatomic distance between first Gr layer and Fe layer in FePd.
To understand the experimentally observed STEM images,

the atomic positions and interatomic distances at the Gr/FePd
interface were computationally predicted using first-principles
calculations. First-principles structural optimization using the
VASP code with PBE39 for exchange−correlation was
performed, and Grimme’s DFT-D2 method40 for the vdW
interaction was used. The HAADF-STEM image (Figure 4d)
reveals that the outermost surface atom of FePd was primarily
Fe. Then, the possible supercells of Fe atoms, covered
periodically by hexagonal Gr, were investigated. The calcu-
lations were performed using three layers of FePd and mono-
and bilayer Gr. During the calculation, the atomic positions of
the lower end of the three layers of FePd were fixed, and those at

upper FePd and Gr layers were relaxed. The energy at each
atomic position was calculated by rotating tetragonal L10-FePd

Figure 4. Cross-sectional scanning tunnel electron microscopy (STEM) observations using three different detectors: bright-field (BF), annular
bright-field (ABF), and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF). The incidence of the electron beam is [110]L10. (a) Acceptance angles for BF,
ABF, and HAADF were 0−10.1, 10.1−79.5, and 79.5−200 mrad, respectively. STEM observation for (b) single or bilayer graphene and (c)
trilayer graphene. (d) Visualization of the interface of the FePd-side HAADF-STEM image by contrast adjustment. The outermost surface atom
of FePd was identified primarily as Fe rather than Pd. (e) z-line profiles of the out-of-plane direction obtained from STEM images in (b). z-line
profile averaged from the x-direction in the dashed square area. (f) Schematic illustration of electron beam incident direction to the step−
terrace interface formed at the Gr/FePd layer.

Table 2. Interatomic Distance to the Out-of-Plane Direction
Deduced from Scanning Tunnel Electron Microscopy
(STEM) Images of Bilayer and Trilayer Gr in Figure 4b and c,
Respectivelya

aThe interatomic distance of Gr and FePd layers was approximately
0.2 nm. The shorter interatomic distance compared with graphite
(0.355 nm) indicates that the chemisorption-type van der Waals
(vdW) force was bonded Gr and FePd. The lattice distance to the
perpendicular direction of FePd is almost constant (approximately
0.38 nm).
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toward hexagonal Gr. Consequently, an energetically stable
atomic configuration of the crystallographically heterogeneous
Gr/L10-FePd interface was proposed. A schematic illustration of
the three-dimensional view of the atomic positions is shown in
Figure 5a. The atomic relationship between carbon and Fe has
been determined theoretically. The Gr armchair axis is parallel
to FePd [100]L10, where Gr has a small strain by influence of

chemical bonding.37 The interatomic distance in the first layer of
Gr and the Fe layer of FePd was determined to be approximately
0.2 nm, which is consistent with the experimentally observed
interatomic distances in the BF- and ABF-STEM images (Figure
4b and c). The interatomic distance in the first and second Gr
upper layers becomes larger (≈0.32 nm), which roughly agrees
with the experimentally confirmed interatomic distance of 0.38

Figure 5. Atomic positions calculated via first-principles calculation based on van der Waals (vdW) force. (a) Stable structure of a
crystallographically heterogeneous Gr/FePd interface of the 3D image. The armchair axis of Gr is parallel to the FePd [100]L10. (b) Calculated
vertical displacement versus in-plane direction for the first layer of Gr taking into consideration themany coordinations of Fe and C atoms at the
interface. (c) Simulated BF, ABF, and HAADF-STEM images from electron beam incident [110]L10. The atomic model of the cross-sectional
image [110]L10 view of Gr/FePd and in-plane image [001]L10 view for only carbon atoms. In the [001]L10 view, the carbon atoms had less of an
atomic column arrangement with respect to the incident electron beam. The line profiles to the in-plane direction of theGr layer are shown. The
line profiles were estimated from BF and ABF-STEM images in the experiment (4b), which is described as BFex (red line) and ABFex (blue line),
respectively. The line profiles deduced from simulated BF and ABF-STEM images are described as BFsim (pink line) and ABFsim (light blue line),
respectively. The crystal structure of face-centered cubic (fcc) and L10-ordered FePd alloy and relation to the incident direction of the electron
beam are indicated. Here, the L10-ordered structure was used and described as [100]L10 and [110]L10. (d) Simulation of STEM images from
[100]L10. The two pairs of atomic columns were confirmed from electron beam incident [100]L10.
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nm (Figure 4b and c). The interatomic distance in the Gr/FePd
layer was shorter than that in the upper Gr layers. The
interatomic distance in the Gr upper layers (≈0.32 nm) is close
to that in graphite (0.355 nm),41 which indicates that the upper
Gr layers have physisorption-type vdW forces. In the case of 3-
fold symmetric crystal interfaces such as h-BN orGr/Co,12,13 the
interatomic distance was short, and a chemisorption-type vdW
force with strong orbital hybridization was observed. Therefore,
shortening the interatomic distance at the Gr/FePd interface
resulted in a chemisorption-type vdW force with strong orbital
hybridization. Figure 5b shows the calculated local vertical
displacement of each carbon at the first Gr layer as a function of
the in-plane direction. The average displacement of the vertical
direction was set to zero (Figure 5b). The maximum
displacement in the vertical direction was approximately 0.02
nm. There are many carbons coordinated with respect to Fe
atoms in L10-FePd owing to the crystallographically heteroge-
neous interface, and the strength of the orbital hybridization is
dependent on the bonding length. Note that vertical displace-
ment is observed only in the first layer of Gr and almost no
influence on the upper second layer of Gr. The influence of FePd
on the upper Gr layers is low, and as a result, orbital
hybridization weakens. The influence of orbital hybridization
from FePd is localized to an extremely short distance, which is
evidence of robustness. In the calculation, it was indicated that
shortening the interatomic distance induces robust orbital

hybridization only at the interface between FePd and first layer
of Gr, which is consistent with the experimental XMCD and
STEM results.
To determine the atomic position, the experimentally

observed STEM images were reproduced by simulation using
Win HREM software (HREM Research).42 The atomic
coordination deduced from first-principles calculation was
used for the STEM image simulation. The STEM simulation
was carried out from the electron beam incident on [110]L10
(Figure 5c) and [100]L10 (Figure 5d). The unit cells of L10 and
face-centered cubic (fcc) are denoted by the green and orange
squares, respectively. From the [110]L10 view (Figure 5c), the
first Gr layer in the BF- and ABF-STEM simulated images would
be seen as connected contrast among dots. This continuous
contrast is roughly consistent with the experimentally observed
BF- and ABF-STEM images. The continuity of the Gr layer from
the [110]L10 view can be explained by the lower atomic column
arrangement against the incident electron beam. The line profile
for the in-plane direction was obtained around the first Gr layer
in both simulated STEM images and experimentally observed
STEM images. The in-plane line profiles from the BF- and ABF-
SETM image simulations are denoted BFsim and ABFsim,
respectively (Figure 5c). The pink and light blue squares
respectively indicate the area of the line profiles for BFsim and
ABFsim. The in-plane line profiles deduced from the
experimentally observed BF- and ABF-STEM images in Figure

Figure 6. X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurement of Gr/FePd and three typical fitting results for describing different interfacial structures: (a)
continuous mass density, (b) higher mass density gradient, (c) robust high mass density at the FePd side of the interface. The mass density in
the vertical axis is proportional to the electron density in XRR fitting equation. At 2 theta above 6 degrees, the XRR data are strongly related to
the Gr layer. Fitting in (c) matched well with the experimental data in the whole angle.
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4b are denoted BFex and ABFex, respectively. Line profiles of BFex
and ABFex were obtained from the first Gr layer. The gray
contrast of the in-plane line profiles corresponds to the sum of
the overlapping carbon atoms. For example, when the gray
contrast was small, a small number of carbon atoms were aligned
in the direction of the electron beam. The line profiles are related
to the extent to which the carbon atoms were overlapped;
therefore, the line profiles can be used to ensure consistency in
structural similarity. The periodicity of gray contrast of in-plane
line profiles of carbon in BFex, ABFex, BFsim, and ABFsim was the
same. This consistency indicates that the theoretical prediction
is in good agreement with the experimentally observed STEM
results. Thus, from the interfacial atomic position of Gr grown
by CVD on the epitaxial L10-FePd, it is confirmed theoretically
and experimentally that the armchair axis of Gr is parallel to that
of FePd [100]L10. Hence, it was confirmed that the crystal
orientation of hexagonal Gr toward the tetragonal L10-FePd
selects an energetically stable structure based on the vdW force.
Figure 5d shows STEM simulation images of the electron beam
incident from [100]L10. In [100]L10, the carbon forms an atomic
column with respect to the electron beam direction, and thus,
two pairs of contrasts were simulated in the BF- and ABF-STEM
images. The atomic position in the in-plane direction can be
determined from a clearer image from the [100]L10 incident.
STEM observations reveal the details of the interfacial

structure in the local area. The wider areas of the surface and
interface were confirmed by atomic force microscopy (AFM),
optical microscopy, Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray reflectivity
(XRR) analysis. The evaluation of surface morphology by AFM,
optical microscopy, and Raman observations was described in
the Supporting Information. Here, the content of surface
characteristics was briefly explained. AFM was used to evaluate
the surface morphology of the L10-FePd film without Gr. The
L10-FePd surface was atomically flat, and the average roughness
was below 0.4 nm (see the Supporting Information) To evaluate
the quality of the Gr layer on the L10-FePd, optical microscopy
and Raman spectroscopy observations were carried out (see the
Supporting Information). The optical microscopy indicated that
the Gr layer showed homogeneous contrast, and a pinhole-like
defect was not observed. Raman spectroscopy using the G peak
signature showed a homogeneous contrast, indicating that the
Gr on L10-FePd was homogeneously covered in a wide area. To
evaluate the average number of Gr layers and the density at the
Gr/L10-FePd interface, XRR measurements were performed
(Figure 6). The XRR can be used to estimate the thickness,
roughness, and density of each layer. Not all parameters can be
obtained by fitting. Some fixed parameters used for the fitting are
required in advance to perform an XRR fitting with accuracy.
The thickness of the FePd layer was approximately 31 nm, as
measured from cross-sectional HAADF-STEM images. The
density of the FePd inner layer was calculated using HAADF-
STEM images, which is almost the same as the bulk value. AFM
and microscopy observations confirmed that the FePd and Gr
layers were flat. These parameters can then be used as fixed
values. Thereby, the density at the interface and thickness of the
Gr layer were chosen as primary fitting parameters. XRR was
measured from 0.5° to 10° in the 2-theta. An angle of more than
6° is caused by graphene, so the fitting was performed by
emphasizing the high-angle side. Using the criteria mentioned
above, three typical interfacial structures focusing on the
interface are presented in Figure 6: (i) the FePd has a
continuous density in the vertical direction (Figure 6a); (ii) a
gradient high density at the interface (Figure 6b); (iii) a constant

robust high density at the interface (Figure 6c). The constant
density (Figure 6a) indicates that the fitting curve is under the
experimental XRR data. The high-density gradient at the
interface (Figure 6b) approached the experimental XRR data.
However, beyond 6°, the high-density gradient was slightly
mismatched (inset of Figure 6b). As mentioned above, the XRR
at a higher angle exceeding 6°was affected by Gr, because Gr is a
lightweight element, which causes a density contrast against
FePd. Better fitting in whole angle was realized by the constant
robust high density at the interface (Figure 6c). The layer
information used in the fitting, as shown in Figure 6c, is
summarized in Table 3. The thickness of Gr was investigated by
changing monolayer to trilayer with fixing the fitting parameters.
As a result, the average thickness of the Gr layer was 0.4 nm
(Table 3). In other words, Gr was approximately bilayered. This
means that the average picture of our sample is described in
Figure 4b, which shows the bilayer Gr. In this section, we are
going to discuss the meaning of density in XRR. According to
the STEM observations (Figures 4b and c), the mass density at
the interface of FePd is not high. This was because there was
almost no change in the lattice spacing in the out-of-plane and
in-plane directions. The density (ρ) can be expressed as

A

N Z f if( )
0

A
ρ

ρ
λ

=
+ ′ + ″ (2)

where ρ0, A, λ, NA, Z, and f
’ + if’’ are the electron density, atomic

weight, wavelength, Avogadro’s number, atomic number, and
anomalous scattering factor of the atomic scattering factor,
respectively. In eq 2, ρ is proportional to the electron density
(ρ0). Therefore, it can be considered that the shortening of the

interatomic distance in FePd and the first Gr layers increases ρ0
at the interface. The robustness of ρ0 at the interface (Figure 6c)
coincides with that of robust Ml at the interface, which was
determined by depth-resolved XMCD analyses (Figure 3b).
From thesemultifaceted analyses, it was revealed that shortening
of the interatomic distance produces a robust high ρ0 and
chemisorption-type vdW force and that eventually the robust
interfacial anisotropic Ml emerges as a consequence of strong
orbital hybridization at the Gr/L10-FePd interface.

Discussion on Gr/L10-FePd Hybrid MTJs for X nm
Generation MRAM. L10-FePd has the advantage of data

Table 3. Thickness, Roughness, andMass Density (ρ) of Each
Layer Deduced by X-ray Reflectivity (XRR) Fitting for the
Interfacial Layer with High Robust Mass Density (Figure
6(c))a

aIn the XRR measurement, the ρ of the fitting parameter is

proportional to electron density (ρ0).
A

N Z f if( )
0

A
ρ = ρ

λ + ′ + ″ , where ρ0,

A, λ, NA, Z, and f
’ + if’’ are electron density, atomic weight, wavelength,

Avogadro’s number, atomic number, and anomalous scattering factor
of the atomic scattering factor.
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retention in high-density p-MTJs owing to its high uniaxial
MAE. In our previous study,25 L10-FePd combined with MgO
tunnel barriers required 001 epitaxial growth for Δ1 coherent
tunneling. However, the MgO/L10-FePd interface deteriorated
due to a large epitaxial lattice mismatch of approximately 10%,
which decreased the TMR ratio because of the reduced
efficiency of Δ1 coherent tunneling. Consequently, p-MTJs
with L10-FePd and a MgO barrier required insertion layers
betweenL10-FePd andMgO to reduce the latticemisfit in a step-
by-step manner for the TMR ratio.25 However, the step-by-step
technique was limited by large lattice misfit between the L10-
FePd and MgO layers. In contrast, our research revealed that,
owing to the highly flexible bonding of the vdW force, a flat
interface could be formed. Thus, the TMR ratio will not be
degraded by the rough interface in the p-MTJs consisting of an
L10-FePd recording layer and a Gr tunneling barrier. Focusing
on the relationship between scaling and microfabrication
damage, the smaller recording layer increases the volume ratio
of damage caused by the formation of an oxidation layer during
the microfabrication process. The proportion of the damaged
layer becomes significant in the X-nm-generationMRAM, where
X nm is the diameter of the recording layer. A damaged layer
during the microfabrication process is formed on the sidewall at
a thickness of approximately 5 nm in the case of CoFeB/MgO p-
MTJs.43 The 3d transition metals of Co and Fe have weak
oxidation resistance. Conversely, precious metal ordered alloys
such as L10-FePd have better oxidation resistance; therefore,
precious metals are preferable for reducing sidewall damage.
Consequently, it can be considered that the combination of L10-
FePd as a recording layer and Gr as a tunneling barrier has an
advantage in the X nm generation from the viewpoint of sidewall
as well as interfacial damage. As mentioned above, IPMA
appears at the FePd/Gr interface. Then, the total PMA is the
summation of not only the high bulk PMA of L10-FePd but also
the IPMA. To clarify the usefulness of IPMA with the Gr/FePd
interface combined with large bulk PMA using L10-FePd, a
micromagnetic simulation was performed using a small
recording layer. In the Gr/L10-FePd p-MTJ, the FePd recording
layer had a circular diameter of 10 nm and a thickness of 2 nm.

The size of the recording layer was on the border of the X nm
generation. A saturation magnetization of 1.2 T, exchange
stiffness constant of 6 pJ/m2, and bulk PMA value of 2 MJ/m3

were used for calculation; these parameters were magnetic
properties at RT.44 The IPMA value was set to be 1 mJ/m2.14

The influence of IPMA was set to 1 nm with robustness. The
coercive field and thermal stability (Δ) increased by
approximately 8% owing to the addition of the IPMA (Figure
7a). The size on the border of the X nm generation
demonstrated that the bulk PMA of L10-FePd contributed to
the total PMAmore than that of the IPMA. It can be considered
that the effect of IPMA becomes more apparent when the size is
thinner in the X nm generation. The Δ exceeded 57 in the Gr/
FePd small dot (Figure 7b), which means that the data retention
is more than 10 years. Such high data retention characteristics
are difficult to realize by simply using CoFeB/MgO p-MTJs.17,18

In such a small recording layer, not only IPMA of CoFeB/MgO
but also the shape magnetic anisotropy (SMA)43 are necessary.
In the case of the CoFeB/MgO p-MTJ with IPMA and SMA,
optimization of the combination ratio of IPMA and SMA is
necessary to reduce the total volume of the magnetic layer for
reduction of the switching current. In addition, it is necessary to
establish a highly damage-controlled microfabrication process
for the CoFeB/MgO hybrid p-MTJs. We believe that there are
many breakthrough technologies for realizing the X nm
generation, such as the combination of IPMA and SMA in
CoFeB/MgO p-MTJs and Gr/L10-FePd hybrid p-MTJs, and
each method is a candidate for bridging the technological
progress. The micromagnetic simulation of the Gr/L10-FePd p-
MTJ proposed that the flexible bond of the vdW force increased
the degree of freedom at the interface and is highly valuable for
practical use. We think that large bulk PMA combined with
IPMA using Gr/L10-FePd p-MTJs is one of the candidate
technologies for high-density X-nm-generation MRAM.

CONCLUSIONS

Robust anisotropic interfacial Ml emerged at the crystallo-
graphically heterogeneous Gr (averagely bilayer)/L10-FePd (31
nm) bilayer. The interatomic distance between the Gr and FePd

Figure 7. Micromagnetic simulation assuming a small FePd recording layer (thickness = 2 nm; circular diameter = 10 nm) (a) without Gr and
with Gr. Calculation was performed using the string method. (b) The magnetization curves by applying magnetic field to perpendicular
direction. (c) The thermal stability factor Δ exceeding 57 implies that an information retention period of more than 10 years can be obtained.
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layers was confirmed theoretically and experimentally as
approximately 0.2 nm, which is shorter than the range of the
physisorption-type vdW force (0.355 nm in graphite). This
shortening of the interatomic distance is due to chemisorption-
type vdW force. The short interatomic distance increases the
electron density, resulting in strong orbital hybridization, and,
eventually, a robust interfacial Ml emerges at the interface. The
in-plane crystal orientation of the Gr formed by CVD, which
cannot be artificially determined by, for example, the peeling
method, was determined theoretically and experimentally as
follows: the Gr armchair axis is aligned parallel to the FePd
[100]L10, which is an energetically stable interfacial atomic
position. Surprisingly, despite the chemisorption-type vdW
force, the Gr tolerated its honeycomb structure. The high degree
of L10-ordering maintained until the surface of the L10-FePd
layer, which faces Gr, is an advantage over L10-FePd/MgO-type
MTJs. By micromagnetic simulation, the robust IPMA of the
Gr/FePd interface in cooperation with the large PMAof the L10-
FePd has the potential to demonstrate data retention over 10
years in ultrasmall p-MTJs, which can be targeted for X-nm-
generation MRAM devices. Our concept in this study is
extensible to not only graphene but also many hexagonal 2D-
based materials, which are advanced technological building
blocks that can combine different materials with a high degree of
freedom at crystallographically heterogeneous interfaces.

METHODS
Gr was formed via CVD, and L10-FePd was grown via r.f. magnetron
sputtering (EIKO Co. Ltd.; EW-100NH). The details of the
preparation method and concept of the crystallographically heteroge-
neous interface are described in ref 28. The FePd layer was deposited
onto 10 × 10 mm SrTiO3 (001) substrates at RT using a Fe40Pd60
atomic percent (at. %) sintered target (76 mmφ). The composition of
the target was adjusted to 40:60 at. % to obtain a 50:50 at. % film
composition. The nominal thickness of the FePd film was
approximately 30 nm, and the experimentally observed thickness was
31 nm. The FePd films were annealed at 700 °C for 90 min under
vacuum using an infrared heater system and cooled to RT. The
background pressure prior to the deposition was 2 × 10 −6 Pa. Once
exposed to the atmosphere, the samples were transferred to a CVD
chamber. The FePd films were heated to 600 °C in a 100 Pa H2
atmosphere at a rate of 300 °C/min and annealed for 15 min to remove
the surface oxidation layer. After H2 was removed and the samples were
exposed to a 1 Pa C2H2 atmosphere at 600 °C for 15 min, the Gr was
formed on the FePd layer.
The experimental setup of depth-resolved XAS and XMCD is

illustrated in Figure 8. The XAS and XMCD of the Fe L2,3-edges were
measured to characterize the Fe states in the FePd layer. The carbon in
the Gr layer and Pd in the FePd layer were not measured because of the
limitation of the energy region of circularly polarized X-rays at beamline
BL-16A. The fluorescence X-rays emitted after XAS were acquired
separately at different detection angles (θd) using a 1-megapixel soft X-
ray charge-coupled device (BK-501X, BITRAN Corp.). The wave-
length (λ) was estimated from the attenuation length (l) and detection
angle using the following relation: λ = l sin θd.

45 The lowest θd was
determined to be ∼0.1°. By analyzing a set of X-ray data recorded at
different wavelengths, depth-resolved XAS and XMCD spectra can be
obtained. To analyze the magnetic anisotropy, the magnetic field was
tilted by θi rotations. θis of 90° and 30° mean that a magnetic field of
0.87 T was applied at 90° and 30° from the in-plane direction,
respectively. All experiments were performed in a high-vacuum
chamber with a base pressure of 1 × 10−7 Pa at beamline BL-16A in
a photon factory.46 STEM observations were performed using a
Thermo Fisher Scientific Titan G2 60-300 Cubed Themis equipped
with a Cs corrector for the STEM probe. Epoxy resin was coated on the
Gr/FePd/STO and solidified by baking at 100 °C for 30 min in air.
After the epoxy resin solidified, a sample for STEM observation was

prepared using a focused ion beam (Thermo Fisher Scientific Versa 3D
dual beam system). The probe convergence angle, spherical aberration

coefficient (Cs), and accelerating voltage were set to 25 mrad, 0 mm,
and 300 kV, respectively. The inner and outer angles for the ABF and
HAADF detectors were 10.1 and 79.5 mrad and 79.5 and 200 mrad,
respectively. These STEM images were computationally reproduced
using Win HREM software.41 The atomic positions calculated using
first-principles calculations were used for the STEM simulation. The
simulated STEM images were compared with the experimentally
observed STEM images, and the interfacial atomic positions were
determined both experimentally and theoretically. The average Gr
thickness and electron density at the interface were investigated by XRR
measurements using an X-ray diffractometer (D8 Discover Plus, Bruker
AXS GmbH). Line-focused X-rays, which were generated by a 5.4 kW
rotating anode generator with a 0.3 mm × 3.0 mm filament, were
converged and monochromated using a Göbel multilayer mirror. The
mirror reduced the angular spreads to δθ < 2.8× 10−2° for the incidence
angle direction of Cu Kα radiation, and the axial divergence was
suppressed using Soller slits with angles of 4.0° on both the primary and
secondary sides. The incident X-ray beam was formed by the slits and
measured 0.05mmwide and 8.0 mm long. The sample was mounted on
an open cradle, and the reflected X-rays were acquired using a
multimode detector (EIGER2 R 500 K, DECTRIS AG) after passing
through a 0.1-mm-wide antiscattering slit. This multimode detector
encompasses an area measuring 77.1 mm × 38.4 mm and controls the
active area, similar to the slits. In this experiment, the active area was set
to be 0.075 mm wide and 20 mm long. The XRR profile obtained was
evaluated via simulation fitting using the DIFFRAC.LEPTOS software
package (Bruker AXS GmbH). To demonstrate the practical usefulness
of Gr/FePd p-MTJs, the magnetic hysteresis (M − H) loops, energy
barrier (E), and thermal stability (Δ) were calculated via micro-
magnetic simulation,47,48 via the string method.49,50 The string method
is effective in identifying the minimum energy path between the parallel
(P) and antiparallel (AP) states of MTJs. Δ was calculated by taking
into consideration the magnetic energy states of the demagnetization
energy, Ed, anisotropy energy, Eani, exchange energy, Eexc, and total
energy, Eall, for the z-axis (out-of-plane direction). These energy
parameters are calculated in 20 points in the free energy landscape
between AP, P, and bistable states.
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Surface morphology and quality of Gr/L10-FePd
evaluated by AFM (Figure 1S); optical microscopy and
Raman spectroscopy observations (Figure 2S) (PDF)

Figure 8. Experimental setup for fluorescence-yield depth-resolved
X-ray absorption (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD). Fluorescence X-ray emitted after XAS was acquired
separately at different detection angles θd with a charge-coupled
device. Lowest θd was determined to be ∼0.1°. Magnetic field was
tilted by rotations θi and θis of 90° and 30°, respectively, implying
that magnetic field of 0.87 T was applied in the out-of-plane
direction and rotated 30° from the in-plane direction.
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